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Dr. Pradeep Kumar
BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine

Manuscript: BCAM-D-18-00629R1
Title: Anti-borreliae efficacy of selected organic oils and fatty acids

Dear Dr. Kumar:

Thank you very much for accepting our manuscript BCAM-D-18-00629R2 (“Anti-borreliae efficacy of selected organic oils and fatty acids”) with minor revisions.

Attached please find the revised version of our manuscript in which we incorporated the suggested by Reviewers’ modifications. We appreciate the time and attention paid to our manuscript by you and each reviewer.
Below are our specific responses to the reviewers’ comments and suggestions:

Q. There no response for the reviewer #1. Even I don't found the annotated file as per comments.

A. Here is the comment/note from Reviewer 1 we found in the letter from Editorial Office dated on July the 7th 2018:

Reviewer #1:

Sully Margot Cruz, PhD. (Reviewer 1): Please include all comments for the authors in this box rather than uploading your report as an attachment. Please only upload as attachments annotated versions of manuscripts, graphs, supporting materials or other aspects of your report which cannot be included in a text format.

Please overwrite this text when adding your comments to the authors.

We did not find any other comments, questions or suggestions in the letter sent to us on July the 7th 2018 by Editorial Office (nor we found any of them on the BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine journal’s website), except these requested by Reviewer 1 in the letter sent to us by Editorial Office on May the 14th 2018, which we addressed in our Response Letter to Editor provided on May the 31st 2018. Thus, we did not provide our response in our Response Letter dated on July the 12th 2018 for Reviewer 1, in which we included point-to-point response to Reviewer 2 comments. We felt that above annotation is more instructive regarding submission process, in general, rather than about correcting issues that we as authors of the manuscript need to address. However, if there is anything else that Reviewer 1 would like us to resolve, we will be happy to do that as soon as possible.

Reviewer #2:

Prasad Dandawate (Reviewer 2)

We did not find any additional comments and suggestion requested by Reviewer 2 in the letter sent to us on July the 23rd 2018 by Editorial Office (nor we found any of them on the BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine journal’s website), except these requested in the letter sent to us by Editorial Office on May the 14th 2018, which we addressed in our Response Letter to Editor provided on May the 31st 2018 as well as on July the 7th that we addressed in our Response Letter to Editor provided on July the 12th 2018.
We hope that the revised manuscript is acceptable for further review and acceptance. We look forward to your response.

Sincerely yours,

Aleksandra Niedzwiecki, Ph.D.
Research Director
Dr. Rath Research Institute, BV
1260 Memorex Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050
Ph: 408-567-5050; Fax: 408-748-1743
Email: a.niedz@drrath.com